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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the Hydrological Hybrid Communication Sensor Network
(HHCSN), which is designed for in situ measurement of various hydrological properties
of a watershed. HHCSN is comprised of a network of sensor strings, each of which
connects up to 100 sensing nodes on a communication line as long as 100 m. Each node
includes sensors that measure soil attributes of interest, as well as a microcontroller
with basic communication and processing capabilities. A relay point at the surface
compresses data from the nodes and wirelessly transmits it to a base station that
serves as a gateway to the outside world. The base station compresses data from
multiple strings and utilizes the GSM cellular infrastructure to communicate the data
to a remote server and to receive software updates to be disseminated to the sensor
strings. Ultra-low power design and remote maintenance result in an unattended field
life of over five years. The system is scalable in area and sensor design modality, as
covering a larger area would only entail the addition of sensor strings, and the nodes
are designed to facilitate the interfacing of additional sensors. The system is robust,
as the only exposed portion is the relay point. Data collection and transmission
can be event-driven or time-driven. Battery power, which is supplemented by solar
harvesting, and wireless short- and long-range communication, eliminate the need
for surface wiring, significantly reducing the cost of system deployment. Currently,
the estimate is a cost of less than $40 for each sensor string, which compares very
favorably to the price of existing systems, most of which offer very limited in situ
measurement capabilities, yet cost tens of thousands of dollars.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in geophysics, especially in hydrological modeling, rely on the availability of accurate, high-resolution data about various soil properties. For watersheds
in particular, such information is needed across a large area, and at multiple depths
of the soil [1]. The data collected by existing hydrological monitoring systems is
limited in spatial and temporal resolution, due to both cost, and lack of system autonomy. Site visits by experts are required for data collection, as well as for system
maintenance.
Along with the ability to leave the equipment in the field for extended periods
of time, creating low cost measurement systems makes it possible to increase the
spatial resolution of the data, or alternatively, cover a larger area. This increased
spatial resolution gives a more complete picture of the processes at work in the soil
and enables the construction of a hydrological snapshot of a large area. Networked, in
situ measurement devices also decrease the delay between the measurements required
to occur concurrently over the entire area being monitored.
While measurement systems that can be left on site do exist, they are expensive
and fragile. Such systems usually use a data logger wired to probes. The data logger
must be encased in a protective structure to prevent damage from the elements,
because it has not been specifically designed to remain in the field for long periods.
Another limitation of the majority of existing systems is high power consumption,
which necessitates expensive wiring and easy access to the power grid.
The aforementioned shortcomings in cost, site disruption, and accuracy can be
addressed by using autonomous embedded systems in conjunction with a widespread
sensor network. The solution proposed in this thesis is the Hydrological Hybrid
Communication Sensor Network (HHCSN). This autonomous system uses wired and
wireless communication to connect a network of sensor strings installed throughout
a watershed. Each sensing string is comprised of multiple nodes placed at different
depths of the soil that carry out in situ measurement of properties of hydrological
interest. Concurrent measurement at several points across the surface, as well as
below the surface, allows for accurate analysis of the watershed environment. Use of
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the cellular phone network for remote configuration and data collection, as well as
battery power supplemented by solar harvesting, eliminate the need for surface wiring
and significantly reduce the cost of system deployment and maintenance.
Commercial platforms for wireless sensor networks, such as TMote [2] and Crossbow [3] motes, have been developed in recent years. The unique needs of hydrological
monitoring limit the use of such platforms, which typically offer an unattended field
life of approximately one year, have limited communication capabilities, and are fragile. HHCSN is designed for autonomous long-term operation, offers local data storage
and regular or on-demand reporting to a remote data repository, and is purpose-built
to withstand the elements. The system supplies multi-purpose software that enables
the plug-and-play addition of sensors. The simplicity of the software increases dependability and facilitates troubleshooting. Utilization of a general-purpose mote for
hydrological monitoring would require considerable effort in hardware development
and would result in a more expensive, but inferior system in terms of unattended field
life, and long-range communication and sensing capabilities.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background for the sections to follow, and presents a review of related literature. Section
3 details the objectives of this project in creating a watershed monitoring network.
Section 4 describes the network architecture of HHCSN. Section 5 details the system operation. Section 6 presents an evaluation of HHCSN, in terms of cost, power
consumption, and accuracy of measurements. Section 7 concludes the paper and
describes planned extensions to the research.
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2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

This section provides a brief background of the concepts and technologies underlying this research and an overview of related work. Communication standards and
sensing techniques used in the project are described. Finally, a summary of related
studies is provided, where the systems and projects discussed include relevant sensing
systems for domains other than hydrology.
2.1 Background
The Global System for Mobiles (GSM) [4] standard is used in HHCSN for longrange communication with the outside world. GSM is used worldwide for cellular
telecommunications in over 200 countries. GSM operates on four frequencies: 850
MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz, and 1900 MHz. Transmission power is limited to a
maximum of 2 W in GSM 850/900 and 1 W in GSM 1800/1900. GSM has a practical
transmission distance of 22 miles. Use of a repeater or amplifier can greatly increase
the distance, at the cost of possible loss of quality. The 1999 release of the GSM
standard added high-speed data transmission through the introduction of enhanced
data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE) [4]. GSM uses A5/1 and A5/2 stream ciphers
to encrypt the data being transmitted.
Zigbee communication [5], an IEEE 802.15.4 [6] implementation, is used for
short-range wireless communication throughout HHCSN. Zigbee is a low power, low
data rate carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) communication protocol. The specification was ratified in 2004 and updated in December
2006. Zigbee allows for data rates from 20 kbits/sec to 250 kbits/sec over distances up
to 80 meters without amplification. However, ranges of over one kilometer have been
reported when signal amplifiers are used in conjunction with Zigbee. For HHCSN,
the range required is less than 50 meters, so amplifiers are not required and have not
been implemented. The power required for transmission or reception with Zigbee over
a distance of up to 80 meters is approximately 30 mA. This is significantly less than
that of alternative technologies for short-range communication, such as Bluetooth [7]
or WUSB [8], which would require 180 mA and 74 mA, respectively.
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The controller area network (CAN) protocol was developed in 1988 by Intel
and Robert Bosch [9]. It is primarily used in automotive applications to enable
reliable serial communication. The ISO-11898 standard for CAN specifies details
for the lower two levels of the standard seven-layer OSI networking model, but the
medium for communication was intentionally omitted to allow use of multiple media
for maximum flexibility. CAN is a carrier-sense multiple-access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) communication protocol [10]. Since CAN uses a differential bus to
communicate, it can perform non-destructive bitwise arbitration. This ability allows
for priority messages to be sent without requiring retransmission in the event of a collision, which is very important in real-time applications. CAN has only two priority
levels, but additional levels can be defined with proper message encoding. Successful
bit-wise arbitration allows for any data rate up to 1 Mbits/sec to be achieved over any
distance. CAN specifications allow for data rates of 40 kbits/sec to 1 Mbits/sec. The
determining factor is the distance to be traveled and the medium used for communication. As long as bitwise arbitration can be successfully performed, any distance
can be chosen, at any data rate up to 1 Mbits/sec.
A time-domain reflectometer (TDR) is a sensor that evaluates the electrical
characteristics of an environment by measuring a reflected pulse. A TDR transmits
a pulse with a fast rise time along a conductive probe. The composition of the
material surrounding the tip of the probe determines what happens to the transmitted
pulse, from full absorption to complete reflection. The reflected pulse is a function
of the conductivity, length, and relative permittivity of the material surrounding
the conductive probe. Since the relative permittivity of each material is unique, it
can be used to determine the material composition, including the moisture level,
which is the parameter of interest here. Since TDR is a non-destructive method of
measurement, multiple measurements can be performed on a single sample, allowing
accurate evaluation of the moisture content of the material.
A time-domain transmissometer (TDT) is a sensor that evaluates the electrical
characteristics of an environment by measuring the reaction to a transmitted pulse.
A TDT transmits a pulse with a fast rise time along the conductive transmission
line. The delay experienced by the signal depends on the composition of the material
surrounding the transmission line. This delay is a function of the conductivity, length,
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and relative permittivity of the material surrounding the conductive probe. Since the
relative permittivity for each material is unique, the material composition can be
determined in a manner similar to the TDR method of measurement. As for the
TDR, the moisture content of the material is the parameter of interest.
The design and implementation of the TDT used in the HHCSN was performed
as a senior design project by a group of four undergraduates in electrical and computer engineering, Justin Enderle, Nathan Publow, Mahsa Dornajafi, and Vaishalee
Naruka. Preliminary laboratory testing of the TDT sensor in air, water, and various
saturations of soil validated correct operation. The nominal operation of the sensor
is 90 picoseconds, which enables calculation of relative permittivity within two tenths
of a degree. Commercial TDT sensors are prohibitively expensive and this high cost
was one of the main motivators for the development of an alternative. The TDT
developed has a total cost of $5 in unit production, which compares favorably to
commercial sensors that cost hundreds of dollars.
Electrical resistivity is a measure of how strongly a material opposes electrical
current. Knowledge of the voltage across and current through a material allows
determination of its resistance: R= VI . Knowledge of the resistance and temperature
in turn allows characterization of the material with relation to known properties such
as the types and concentrations of materials in the soil.
2.2 Literature Review
This section summarizes related work in network architectures and sensing systems, approaches, and methods for environmental monitoring.
The Tenet architecture described in [11] has potential for being used in static
sensor networks. The architecture is very lightweight and dynamic. However, its
current form has many serious limitations, including very short battery life resulting
from its mobility, which requires that the device remain online for longer periods,
and that the node information be updated more frequently. Other limitations of the
system are most likely direct results of the increased overhead required to manage
the mobile devices.
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Environmental observation networks such as Water and Environmental Research
Systems (WATERs) [12], GeoSWIFT [13], Sensorweb [14], and Networked Infomechanical Systems (NIMS) [15] have been developed in several studies. WATERs [12],
as of March 2008, proposes the use of a network of existing satellites along with the
deployment of ground-based in situ sensors. The purpose of this system is to monitor
areas of hydrological interest, such as watersheds. The data collected will be incorporated into a high-performance cyber-infrastructure. While the sensors, systems, and
infrastructure proposed in [12] are impressive, this network has yet to progress beyond
the feasibility study, as opposed to the HHCSN network, for which the infrastructure
and sensors have already been implemented.
Many large-scale environmental observation networks rely heavily on satellites.
Sensorweb [14], an example of such a network, focuses on the macroscopic level of
environmental observation. Similar to WATERs, this network uses in situ sensors with
satellites to detect environmental events. Triggers for these events are loaded into a retasking system that coordinates with the appropriate satellite system for observation.
While this system is beneficial and necessary for understanding large scale events, it
misses the small scale details and relies heavily on expensive satellites. This network
relies on the capabilities of the in situ sensors for long-range communication.
Mobile environmental observation systems such as Networked Infomechanical
Systems (NIMS) [15] use a combination of mobile sensing platforms and fixed sensors. This combination allows the NIMS system to avoid obstacles and perform
three-dimensional monitoring. However, the system has limitations in sustainability.
Mobile sensing platforms are far more prone to possibility of malfunction of a critical
part of the network. This fragility is detrimental to the consistency of subsequent
readings. Furthermore, movement of the platform consumes considerable energy,
which necessitates more frequent battery changes and reduces the power available for
more important tasks, such as sensing and communication.
The hydrological sensor web described in [16] and [17] contains sensors for humidity, soil temperature, light levels, and soil moisture, and employs wireless communication. While this system appears similar to HHCSN, significant differences exist.
The sensor network used in [16] utilizes a proprietary 900 MHz wireless communication protocol, which complicates simple network expansion, in contrast to HHCSN,
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which uses an open standard. Moreover, the measurements carried out by the network
in [16] are intrusive, and limited to surface level and a depth of 0.5 meters. Furthermore, while the battery life of the system is not detailed in published work, from
examination of the sensors, communication, and limited solar harvesting used, it can
be surmised that the batteries will have to be replaced at least once in a three-year
period.
The wireless sensor network in [18] is intended for flood monitoring. Scalability,
energy harvesting, and low power use are fittingly cited as the principle considerations
in design of this system. The rapidly evolving nature of floods necessitates real-time
monitoring, which results in high power consumption. The major shortcoming of the
large-area sensor network in [18] is its cost, which is due primarily to the cost of the
PDAs being used as sensing platforms.
Current systems for measurement of soil properties are large in size and require
on-site expert personnel to operate. For example, Jackson et al. [19] used an airborne
electronically-steered L-band radiometer (ESTAR) to measure surface soil moisture,
and compared the readings to ground observations using the gravimetric method
and microwave radiometer measurements. All three of these methods require on site
personnel. The ESTAR system also requires the use of a C-130 aircraft. HHCSN
eliminates the need for such large and costly equipment. Moreover, it utilizes longrange wireless communication for data reporting and remote maintenance, which
considerably reduces the need for intervention by skilled personnel.
An automated wildlife monitoring network has been described in [20]. It uses
a small personal computer called a CENS node. While this system provides greater
computational power, easier interfacing, and improved expandability as compared to
similar systems, it has shortcomings such as low battery life, high cost, and extraneous hardware capabilities that needlessly increase the complexity of the system.
Furthermore, the sole sensor on these nodes is a microphone with software to analyze
the received signal. Therefore, while the base system could be used in a hydrological
application, the lack of required sensors precludes this use.
The design and field testing of a sensor network for measurement of soil moisture
is described in [21]. The system is based on Mica2 R motes and employs various
types of sensors that coordinate with the network to react to external stimuli such
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as precipitation. When the network detected that it was raining, it would increase
the sampling rate of the soil moisture sensors, later returning it to the normal lower
rate when the rain stopped. The network routing was static, with a number of the
motes dedicated to routing messages. The base station of the network was connected
to a remote database server via the GSM network. The most significant difference
between the method described in [21] and the method in HHCSN is the depth of the
measurements. The former system measures soil moisture only at the surface, while
the latter can measure below the surface to a depth of 100 m using buried sensors.
The lack of sub-surface measurement capability is a shortcoming of most existing soil measurement systems. Geophysical processes happen both on and below
the surface of the soil. Current techniques of measuring subsurface processes include
gravimetric, dielectric, ultrasonic, spectroscopic, electromagnetic, thermal, and nuclear methods [22]. These methods are labor-intensive, power-hungry, and expensive.
Another shortcoming of existing subsurface measurement methods is their requirement that a site sample be removed and analyzed. For example, in gravimetric
methods [22], a soil sample is removed, weighed, dried, and then weighed again. The
difference in weight is assumed to reflect the moisture in the soil for an estimated
area. This process of removing a sample from the site disrupts the very property
being measured. Since the soil was removed, the measurements of the sample reflect
the state of the site before the sample was taken, instead of its current state. The
disruption also limits the rate at which useful measurements can be taken. In situ
testing methods, such as the techniques employed in HHCSN, eliminate the need for
taking samples and facilitate a considerable increase in the measurement rate of soil
properties.
Two other soil property measurement techniques, specific potential (electric potential of a specific material) and resistivity measurements [23], also require onsite
personnel and can involve large equipment, depending on the measurement requirements. The measurements can be taken manually with a multi-meter, or the probes
can be connected to a large data logging device that is typically vulnerable to the
elements and requires that a costly shelter be built for it and its external power
supply.
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A fiber optic method for measuring soil properties has been presented in [24].
While this method has a temperature resolution of ±0.01◦ C, its spatial resolution is
in the meter range. The system is fairly expensive, due to the fiber optics. Even
though HHCSN has only a temperature resolution of ±1◦ C, its spatial resolution is
in the centimeter range, and it is at least an order of magnitude less expensive.
Doolin and Sitar [25] describe two field tests of wildfire monitoring with WSNs.
The sensors used were based on Mica2 R motes interfaced with a sensor board containing temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, light, and acceleration
sensors. Each mote failed to transmit data at some time during the tests, but reliable data was still collected, due to the redundancy achieved by the large number
of motes. These tests show that useful data can be collected despite the failure of a
considerable number of nodes. HHCSN also uses hardware redundancy to increase
the availability and dependability of measurements.
The aforementioned studies underscore the need for novel environmental monitoring systems that are low-cost, perform in situ testing, and collect and report
accurate data without the intervention of onsite experts. Low power consumption is
a very desirable feature, because it increases the unattended field life of the device.
A small, inconspicuous, and rugged device can considerably lower costs, because it
survives exposure to the elements without requiring protective housing. The remainder of this thesis elaborates on the novel approach taken by HHCSN to meet these
specifications.
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3

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

This section articulates the main design objectives of the proposed hydrological monitoring system, specifically, autonomy, accuracy, low cost, sustainability, and
scalability. These objectives were selected to address the shortcomings of the existing
systems described in Section 2.
3.1 Autonomy
One of the most costly aspects of any monitoring network is the need for site
visits by experts. These visits are often necessary for data collection, system maintenance, and configuration changes. Long-range communication capability allows
these tasks to be carried out remotely, which increases the autonomy of the network.
Ultra-low power design and power harvesting further increase the unattended field
life by significantly reducing the number of battery replacements required. Remote
access also facilitates data collection from hostile terrain, or under extreme weather
conditions. HHCSN uses the GSM cellular phone infrastructure for long-range communication, which allows for access and control from almost anywhere in the world.
Specifically, data retrieval, software updates, system configuration, and error analysis
can all be performed remotely.
3.2 Accuracy
Accuracy and integrity of data collection are the two primary concerns in the
design of any system intended for measuring, recording, and reporting accurate, precise, and complete information. HHCSN utilizes high-resolution sensors, redundancy,
and data corroboration to ensure the accuracy of the collected data. Integrity of information is ensured through EEPROM data storage, lossless compression, and 128-bit
encryption. Sensor resolutions are specified in Section 6. These are nominal values
and will be validated through laboratory and field testing of HHCSN.
3.3 Low Cost
A primary shortcoming of existing monitoring systems is their cost, which is
often prohibitively expensive [26], [24]. In designing HHCSN, the objective was to
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create a low-cost base system that could be customized as determined by the monitoring requirements. Low-cost off-the-shelf components were used for the sensors,
communication devices, and microcontrollers. Where commercial components were
deemed too costly, as in the case of sensors for measurement of soil moisture, low-cost
alternatives were implemented that offered the required functionality and a simple design. A combination of wired underground and wireless above-ground communication
was used to avoid the expensive wireless transceivers required to facilitate dependable
underground communication.
3.4 Sustainability
Achieving system sustainability, in terms of environmental impact and autonomous operation, was one design objective of HHCSN. As a basis, ultra-low power
integrated circuits were used where possible. Additionally, components were placed
in sleep mode and activated only as needed to provide accurate measurement without
continuous power consumption. Data compression was used to reduce the volume of
data communicated, in an effort to reduce the power associated with wireless communication, which is the single largest energy drain in any wireless sensor network.
Energy-sensitive wireless communication protocols, including Zigbee (described in
Section 2), were used to further reduce this cost.
The battery life of the system was further extended by harvesting solar energy.
Wireless surface communication and battery power eliminated the need for digging
trenches for phone and power lines, which would disturb the measurement site and
increase the footprint of the system.
Physical robustness is one of the main determinants of the longevity of any
hydrological monitoring system. In HHCSN, PVC pipe was used to encase the underground components. Batteries were insulated to protect them from rapid temperature swings, and IP68-compliant casing was used for the all above-ground devices.
IP68 [27] compliance guarantees that the enclosure of the device will tolerate dust,
corrosion, explosion, and submersion. All components were selected to be compliant
with Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) requirements [28] to minimize their
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environmental impact. Long-range communication capability was included to reduce
or eliminate the need for site visits, minimizing watershed disturbance.
3.5 Scalability
HHCSN was designed to be scalable in terms of sensor design modalities, area
monitored, and resolution. The area or resolution can be increased by adding sensor
strings, and additional soil parameters can be measured by a simple plug-and-play
addition of sensors to each node prior to implementation. The hardware and software
of HHCSN were designed to facilitate these additions.
To obtain a highly scalable sensor network, prudent addressing is key. For sensing networks in which the information gathered is only meaningful in the context
of the location, a unique address is required for each point where measurements are
taken. However, regular transmission of sending an address long enough to handle
a widely expansive network would be a poor use of time and energy. Thus a dynamic addressing scheme is required. The use of a remote server facilitates dynamic
addressing of the network by performing the required mapping, allowing a virtually
unlimited network to be supported. Section 4 elaborates upon this technique.
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4

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

HHCSN is an embedded, in situ sensor network built from the ground up to meet
the needs of large-scale watershed monitoring and the objectives mentioned in Section
3. The focus on ultra-low power design and the use of power harvesting allows for
maximal sensing and communication and ensures several years of operation between
battery replacements, as detailed in Section 6. Each device in HHCSN is enclosed in
an IP68 compliant casing to protect its components from the environment.
HHCSN is hierarchically organized into three levels: (1) sensor, (2) control
access, and (3) external network connection, as seen in Figure 4.1. The sensor nodes
constitute the lowest level of the hierarchy. Their sole responsibility is sensing physical
phenomena and storing the resulting data until it can be collected. The second level of
the hierarchy, denoted as the control access level, includes the communication access
points (CAP) and the base stations. The responsibilities of each CAP are to control
a group of sensor nodes, collect the data obtained by these sensor nodes, and act as
a connection between that group and the rest of the network. The group of sensor
nodes and the CAP that controls them form a sensor string. Also included in the
second level are the base stations, which control the CAPs across the network, gather
data from them, and connect the system to the outside world through the external
network connection, which forms the third and top level of the HHCSN hierarchy.
4.1 Sensor Node
The sensor nodes operate at the lowest level of the system hierarchy. The
functions of each node are to operate the sensors that are on it and to communicate
the results to the CAP of the sensor string. The computational capabilities of the
sensor nodes were kept to a minimum to reduce costs and to enforce simplicity and
separation of concerns within the system. The sensor node does not have an internal
power source and depends on power sent from the CAP. The layout design of the
sensor node can be seen in Figure 4.2. The schematic of the sensor node is depicted
in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1. Overview of HHCSN

Figure 4.2. Layout of the Sensor Node

The connection between each node and the CAP is a Category 5e STP network
cable with standard RJ-45 connectors. This cable contains four twisted pairs of wire,
of which two wires are used for CAN communication, two for positive voltages (3.3
V and 5 V), two for ground lines, and two for sensor node interrupts. One of the
interrupt lines is used to wake the device out of its ultra-low power sleep state and
the other interrupt is currently unassigned.
Once all sensor nodes are awake and listening to the line, instructions are given
to each node or, in some instances, pair of nodes; the latter of which is required
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for measurement of resistivity. These instructions can specify that a sensing routine
be performed, or may contain a software update. When a sensor node completes a
sensing routine, it transmits the data and its node identification number to the CAP
and continues on to carry out the next instruction it was given. The sensor node does
not interpret or process any of the information it collects through its sensors, which
allows for changing interpretation of the sensor information without the necessity of
updating the software of the sensor node. Once all instructions have been carried
out, the sensor node goes into an ultra-low power sleep state, from which it can only
be awakened by the CAP.
Sensors currently on each node are a temperature sensor, a time-domain transmissometry sensor (TDT), a time-domain reflectometry sensor (TDR), and a resistivity IC. These sensors collectively provide information that can be used to accurately
characterize the soil in terms of permittivity, resistivity, humidity, and temperature.
The TI TMP411 temperature sensor has an accuracy of ±1◦ C and internal and
remote sensing capabilities. HHCSN employs the remote capabilities of the temperature sensor to measure exact soil temperatures. In this case, “remote” refers to a
location not in the immediate vicinity of the sensor, which uses a transistor probe to
come in contact with the soil at this location. A measurement operation by the temperature sensor typically takes 115 ms and uses 120 µA. The sensor uses a SMBus [29]
to communicate with the microcontroller of the sensor node.
As stated previously, the TDT and TDR sensors are essentially the same sensor,
only with different probes. The TDT uses a semi-circular probe while the TDR uses
a rod-shaped probe. Because of challenges typically involved with installation, both
sensors are incorporated. These challenges mainly arise due to soil composition and
density. The TDR and TDT sensors both use clock generation and comparators, as
well as an A/D on the sensor node microcontroller. Therefore, the result of each sensing operating is a 12-bit number. Using both sensors allows for corroboration of their
data, which results in more accurate readings, as they employ different measurement
techniques, as described in Section 2.
Sensing the resistivity is actually carried out by a pair of two sensor nodes. One
node applies a known voltage to a probe in the soil. The second node of the pair
reads the voltage on its probe, a voltage divider with known resistance, and uses the
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A/D converter of the microcontroller to measure the current received through the
probe. With knowledge of the voltage output and the current received, the resistance
of the soil between the two probes can be determined. In this implementation, the
CAP signals two nodes to be the pair in a resistivity sensing operation. Since the
CAP can ping each node and measure the roundtrip time, the distance between the
pair of nodes can be determined. As mentioned above, no information processing
is performed by the sensor nodes. The distance and the resistance are both sent as
data; they are not used by the sensor node to calculate the resistivity of the soil. As
a result
The sensor nodes have been designed to allow the addition of other sensors. To
allow for simple expandability, a connector on each board allows new sensor boards to
be vertically stacked. These connectors link the sensors, i.e. TDR/TDT, resistivity,
temperature on the node, and allow for their addition or removal.

Figure 4.3. Schematic of the Sensor Node
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4.2 Communication Access Point
The communication access point (CAP) serves as the controller of the sensor
string and interfaces it to the remainder of HHCSN. Attached to the CAP is the power
supply for all devices on the sensor string. In addition to controlling the sensor string,
the CAP stores and compresses the data from sensing operations. Data compression is
performed to reduce the storage requirements and transmission time. The CAP uses
a CAN transceiver to communicate with the sensor nodes on its string, as well as a
Zigbee transceiver, which provides wireless connectivity with the rest of the network.
The microcontroller for the CAP is the Microchip PIC18LF2580. The layout of the
CAP can be seen in Figure 4.4. The schematic of the CAP is depicted in Figures 4.5;
Figure 4.6 presents a picture of the prototype.

Figure 4.4. Layout of the Communication Access Point

Consolidation of power-related concerns on the CAP simplifies maintenance and
troubleshooting. This also allows for the CAP to shut down power to the rest of the
sensor string as required for reducing energy consumption. This could occur in a
number of situations, including times when the batteries are nearing depletion and
the remaining power is needed for transmission of data already collected from the
sensor string.
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It was initially assumed that having the CAP act as the control unit of the entire
sensor string would necessitate that it have significant computing power. However, as
the project progressed, it was discovered that the lack of data processing restricted the
tasks performed by the CAP to controlling the sensor string and storage, compression,
and transmission of the data it collects. The most computationally-intensive of these
tasks is compression, and even hat can be achieved with fifteen lines of code, as
explained below.
As the control unit for the sensor string, the CAP dictates the scheduling of
tasks for the sensor string. Simultaneous sensing by multiple nodes on a string can
cause errors in measurements that require the application of a voltage to the soil.
This necessitates tight scheduling of operations by the CAP to minimize the chance of
such errors. Other control tasks carried out by the CAP include awakening, providing
instructions to, and gathering results from the sensor nodes for which it is responsible.
The CAP wakes all sensor nodes along the string by sending a “high” signal down the
interrupt line one of the string. When a sensor node receives this signal, it awakens
out of its sleep state and awaits commands. The CAP then sends the scheduled
commands to the individual sensor nodes for which they are intended. If a node does
not receive a command within a designated time, it turns itself off. Upon completing
a task, each sensor node should send a message to the CAP. After a sensor node has
failed five times to respond to a message sent from the CAP, the CAP designates
that sensor node as “failed”. The CAP alerts the remote server to this occurrence
and does not attempt communication with said sensor node thereafter, unless it is
explicitly instructed to do so by the remote server.
The CAP handles large amounts of raw data that could be very close in value,
and as such, a compression scheme can be very effective in reducing the volume of
data to be transmitted. The compression scheme used by the CAP is the LempelZiv-Welch (LZW) compression algorithm [30] [31], which is lossless and very simple
to implement. The LZW compression algorithm was chosen due to the very little
code required for its implementation, the extent of compression it achieves, and its
well-documented use in a variety of applications, e.g., GIF picture format and ZIP
file format. Last, but not least, it is free. This scheme is ideal for HHCSN, because
it allows for compression and decompression using an algorithm consisting of fewer
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than fifteen lines. After the data has been compressed, it is stored in the EEPROM,
which is external to the microcontroller. The EEPROM used is a Microchip 25AA256
with 256 kbit storage capacity. When it is time to transmit the data, the EEPROM
is activated and the data is transferred to the Zigbee transceiver in increments, until
all the data has been sent.
The CAP uses CAN and Zigbee communication. Implementation of these technologies is detailed in Section 4.4. The CAP simply acts as another node along the
CAN bus, using an onboard port as its interface to the bus. Since the microcontroller
does not have an internal USB controller, a National Semiconductors USBN9604 is
used. To reduce space, a USB mini-connector is used. The USB port has been included to allow access to the information in the event that wireless communication
cannot be used for collecting the data or sending software updates. The USB port,
as any other access point, must be secured to prevent tampering.

Figure 4.5. Schematic of the Communication Access Point
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Figure 4.6. Prototype of the Communication Access Point

4.3 Base Station
Each base station is the data sink for the multiple CAPs and serves as an interface to the outside world for HHCSN. Its main functions are to initiate maintenance
across the network, disseminate software and scheduling updates, and transmit data
gathered by the system to an outside location. The components required for carrying
out these tasks are memory, a GSM modem, a Zigbee transceiver, and a microcontroller. The microcontroller used for the base station is a Microchip PIC18LF2550.
The layout and schematic of the base station can be seen in Figure 4.7 and Figure
4.8, respectively.
The GSM modem selected is a Falcom c55i, due to its reasonable price and
support for common AT control commands, which are networking instructions made
popular by Cisco. HyperTerminal, a program found on most Windows machines,
can be used to operate the modem, enabling easy maintenance. The GSM module
includes an internal SIM card reader, an internal TCP/IP stack, and an internal
antenna. The internal SIM card reader allows easy switching between cellular service
providers. The internal TCP/IP stack allows for FTP access, SMS messaging, email,
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Figure 4.7. Layout of the Base Station

and standard GPRS. GPRS is an expansion of GSM [4] to provide higher data rates.
The internal antenna reduces the need for external hardware.
The purpose of the Zigbee transceiver on the base station is to act as the main
control unit and data sink for a number of CAPs. These two functions are described
in further detail in Sections 4.4 and 5.1, respectively. The base station also has
USB communication capability, but no external controller is necessary, because the
microcontroller has an onboard USB controller. As in the CAP, a USB mini-connector
is used. The purpose of the USB port is to allow for data collection and software
updates in the event that wireless connectivity is lost. As with the CAP, it is required
that this access point be secured to prevent tampering.
The base station handles the raw data of the entire network, which is likely to
have significant repetition of values. Thus, a compression algorithm can be extremely
effective in reducing the volume of data to be transmitted. As in the CAP, the
compression scheme used for the base station is the LZW algorithm, which is lossless,
fast, and very simple to implement. After the data has been compressed, it is stored
in the EEPROM, which is external to the microcontroller. There are four EEPROMs
on the base station; each is a Microchip 25FC1024 with 1024 kbit storage capacity,
providing 4 Mbits of storage space, which is the maximum achievable under current
cost constraints.
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Figure 4.8. Schematic of the Base Station

4.4 Communication
Four main communication techniques are used by HHCSN: I2 C, CAN, Zigbee,
and GSM. A detailed description of each protocol and the rationale for its selection
follow.
The inter-integrated circuit (I2 ) bus [32] communication standard is commonly
used for internal communication among controllers and sensors of a single device. The
I2 C-bus is a two-wire serial bus used for communication among microcontrollers and
external devices over short distances. It was developed by Phillips and standardized
in 1992. I2 C-bus has an address limitation of three bits, which restricts the number
of devices on the bus to seven.
SMBus [29] is used, in conjunction with I2 C-bus, by the microcontroller to
communicate with the temperature sensor on the sensor node. The external sensor
connector of the node is connected to the I2 C-bus to allow for sensors added later
to communicate with the microcontroller. I2 C-bus is also used by the CAP and the
base station to communicate with external EEPROMs. Serial peripheral interface bus
(SPI), a four-wire serial bus, is used to communicate with the Zigbee transceivers on
the CAP and the base station. Microcontrollers typically use a single set of pins for
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the I2 C-bus and SPI buses; hence, care should be taken to avoid problems caused by
concurrent use of both techniques. Activation of the SPI requires a chip-select pin to
be driven, hence, the I2 C-bus has no effect on the SPI until it is deliberately activated.
However, the I2 C-bus is addressable and has no chip-select line, which allows for an
SPI communication to activate it, which can cause conflicts. HHCSN averts this
danger by simply powering off all I2 C-bus devices during SPI communication. This
remedy may seem excessive, but all components of HHCSN have been chosen to
support rapid power switching, for energy conservation, hence, this operation will
not damage the I2 C-bus devices.
The CAN technique supports wired communication among sensor nodes and
the CAP, as depicted in Figure 4.9. CAN communication along the sensor string is
performed along a Category 5e shielded twisted-pair at 250 kbits/sec. The twistedpairs are used to reduce the likelihood of errors caused by stray capacitances along the
bus, as power and node interrupts are also sent along the same line. The line was also
configured to minimize stray capacitances. This is done by interleaving signal lines
with power and ground lines. The shielded cable allows for reliable communication
despite environmental changes, because sensing operations can potentially interfere
with communication. A CAN bus is used to communicate data and information
to and from the CAP to the sensor nodes. All of the microcontrollers used on the
sensor nodes and CAPs have CAN controllers. The same model CAN transceiver,
the Texas Instruments (TI) SN64HVD234 is used throughout HHCSN to simplify
troubleshooting along the bus. This model was chosen because it operates within
the voltage range provided, uses little power, and allows for ultra-low (50 nA) sleep
current. Other devices from TI and other manufacturers were considered, but the
very low sleep current was more beneficial than any of the features offered by other
devices.
The Zigbee transceiver, used for medium-range communication on the base stations and CAPs, is the TI cc2430 with the TI Z-Stack. The TI cc2431 was considered because of its ability to determine its own location in reference to other cc2431
transceivers, but since the nodes of HHCSN are not mobile, the added cost was not
justified. A transceiver with an independent 8051 microcontroller was chosen instead
of a transceiver alone, because it allows Zigbee operation without requiring that the
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Figure 4.9. Sensor String

Z-Stack take full control of the main microcontroller. The stack must take control of
the microcontroller on which it runs to ensure timely receipt of packets. The cc2430
raises an interrupt on the main microcontroller of the unit to indicate that it is ready
to transmit more data or has received data for the microcontroller to analyze. It is
the duty of the main microcontroller to interpret what the interrupt means and act
accordingly.
Zigbee communication within HHCSN uses a combination of two different protocols to create a three-level network that maximizes data throughput and minimizes
energy usage. The protocols used in the three levels of Zigbee communication are
Hierarchical-Pegasis [33], Leach-C [34], and then Hierarchical-Pegasis. HierarchicalPegasis and Leach-C are depicted in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively. This
combination results in minimal communication distance, reduces the load on any one
CAP, and allows for near-limitless expandability. This is a direct result of dynamic
addressing and grouping of CAPs into clusters. The cc2430 Zigbee transceiver handles
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all transmission, reception, and network maintenance, relieving the main microcontroller of any responsibility for these details, other than providing the cc2430 with
the data to transmit and interpreting the data received.

Figure 4.10. Pegasis Routing

Figure 4.11. Leach-C Routing
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The combination of the two protocols can be seen in Figure 4.12. With respect to
the HHCSN system, the main sink and sub-sink of Figure 4.12 are the base station and
CAP, respectively. Leach-C creates clusters from nodes in the network, with cluster
heads being randomly chosen. The intent is to consolidate the high cost of longdistance communication at a single node, then rotate this responsibility within the
cluster. A cluster size of twenty nodes was chosen based on the analysis in [34], which
demonstrates that this cluster size achieves minimum delay in Leach-C clustering.
To keep the network operational, yet minimize energy consumption, it was decided
maintenance and reorganization be performed every five Zigbee communication cycles,
which is approximately once per day. The procedure for this network creation process
is provided in Section 5.

Figure 4.12. Combined Routing Scheme

Since the base station connects to the outside world, it must be equipped with
some form of long-range communication. The base station is the only device in
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HHCSN that is equipped with a GSM modem. This reduces overall costs and power
consumption. The GSM modem used is the Falcom c55i, which is larger than similar
devices, but still small enough for the purposes of HHCSN. The c55i provides a low
sleep current of 60 µA and relatively low operating current of 290 mA. Even though
the GSM module requires very little power, it does require up to 1.6 A pulse strength.
Consequently, two power circuitries are needed to provide sufficient instantaneous
power. The Falcom c55i can achieve a GSM data rate of 42.8 kbits/sec. The GSM
modem is only active when transmitting or receiving data from the outside world. It
initiates contact once every twenty sensing cycles, or when the internal storage has
reached the point at which it cannot store data from another cycle. The frequency of
contact can be adjusted after laboratory and field testing determine the appropriate
value.
4.5 Power
The unique system hierarchy and power requirements of HHCSN necessitated
design of custom power circuitry. The desire for autonomy dictated that battery replacements be kept to a minimum. Ultra-low power design and harvesting of solar
power were used to this end. Redundancy was achieved for the supply of power by
using both disposable and rechargeable batteries in conjunction with a solar panel.
The ability to use either set of batteries enables replacement of one set of expired batteries while providing an uninterrupted source of power. This flexibility is beneficial
when devices are able to sleep, but turning off the power to them causes problems.
The layout of the power circuitry can be seen in Figure 4.13. The schematic and
prototype are presented in Figure 4.14.
The power circuitry is designed such that it could be powered directly by the
solar cells; however, this is not the primary purpose of the solar cells. The main
intent of using them is to recharge a battery pack. However, this ability implies that
at times, such as during sleep cycles, when minimal power is being consumed, the
solar cells can provide sufficient power, eliminating the reliance on batteries.
A battery recharge management integrated circuit was utilized to allow optimal
recharge time and minimize the stress on the batteries being charged. This is of
particular importance if maximal lifespan is to be achieved for the batteries. Since
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Figure 4.13. Layout of the Power Circuitry

different battery chemistries have different recharge cycle requirements, using a uniform cycle would reduce the physical lifespan of the batteries used. The particular
IC selected is the TI BQ2000, which supports lithium, nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH),
and nickel-metal-cadmium (NiCad) cells, with multiple charge termination criteria.
This management IC does however, consume energy, typically 500 µA. While this is
a significant amount of energy in comparison to other devices in the network, this
IC is powered solely by the solar panels, which means that, if the solar panel fails to
produce sufficient power to operate the IC, the batteries are not charged. The solar
panel used is the Kyocera 1.2 W, 12 V mini solar panel. The solar panel provides 100
mA at 12 V. This solar panel produces sufficient power to run the IC and recharge
the battery even during minimal sun light. This solar panel was chosen for its small
size of 24 in2 and its low price.
The power circuitry incorporates an internal switch, the TI TPS2111A, which
enables automatic switching between disposable and rechargeable battery packs. This
allows for continuous supply of power at the desired voltage levels. Under normal
circumstances, the system is powered by rechargeable batteries. However, if the
rechargeable batteries drop below 2 V, the power source is automatically switched
to be the disposable batteries. If the disposable batteries fall below 2 V, then the
source is switched back to the rechargeable batteries. There is a slight risk of cyclical
switching the two between sources, but decoupling capacitors have been utilized to
minimize the effect on the rest of the system. The voltage switch has a low operating
current of 55 µA and an ultra-low standby current of 0.5 µA. The power source
switch has a current limit of 1.25 A and a maximum voltage of 5.5 V. These values
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are sufficiently high for powering all of the components of HHCSN except for the GSM
modem. The GSM standard specifies that a GSM modem broadcast short pulse at
2 A for registration with the local cell tower. Since a single power circuitry cannot
provide this high current, two power circuitries are required.
TI TPS61031 and TI TPS61032 boost converters are used to provide the desired
voltages of 3.3 V and 5 V that power HHCSN. The 2 V switching threshold used earlier
was selected in consideration of the boost converters, which require a minimum of 1.8
V. A buffer of 0.2 V was deemed a large enough. The output of the voltage source
switch is fed into a 5 V boost converter and a 3.3 V boost converter, both of which
have very low quiescent current of 20 µA and a typical efficiency of 96%. With the
ability to provide up to 1 A of current, constraints on the power circuitry are usually
from the power source switch. Each boost converter has an enable line that allows the
device to be turned off. The boost converters in this circuit are pulled high with an
input line tied to the off-board connector. This configuration allows the device that
is using this power circuitry to select one or both of the 3.3 V and 5 V lines, while
turning off the unused source. When both boost converters are active, the current
supplied at each voltage is limited to 625 mA. If one boost converter is deactivated,
then up to 1 A can be pulled from the remaining boost converter.
Even though they seem relatively inconsequential, the connectors used to interface boards to each other actually affect the design. In the conceptual stage,
connectors can be omitted. However, when planning the final design, the choice of
connectors affects the amount of power that can be transmitted, the space occupied,
the dependability of the device, and the effort required to utilize the connector. The
C-GRID-3-70553 connector was chosen for board-to-board wire-based connections.
This connector has a large footprint, allowing for easy installation, and a locking
mechanism that increases the dependability of the device to which it is connected.
Two packs of batteries are connected to the power circuitry. Each set of batteries
requires a minimum voltage of 3 V and a minimum current of 1.5 A. The minimum is 2
A because of the limits placed on the auto-switching power multiplexer and the boost
converters. The rechargeable batteries used are NiMH. NiCad batteries are quite
inexpensive and have a lifespan of up to 15 years; however, they are considered toxic
and placing them in the soil would be illegal in certain countries. NiMH batteries
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last 10 years and are slightly more expensive, but they can be placed in the soil
without breaking any international regulations. Each battery pack is sealed in heat
shrink and wrapped in insulation binding the batteries and protects them from rapid
temperature changes.

Figure 4.14. Schematic of the Power Circuitry
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5

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The embedded and in situ nature of HHCSN necessitates dependable, real-time,
compact code. The software developed for HHCSN was coded specifically to meet the
needs of an expandable monitoring network designed with the objectives mentioned in
Section 3. Sustainability and scalability are two of these objectives that particularly
necessitate maintainability of the software. To this end, the software architecture was
designed to be very simple, mitigates the troubleshooting and maintenance concerns
associated with complex designs.
5.1 Network Creation
Communication among the devices in HHCSN follows the hierarchy described
in Section 4. This requires that devices associate with each other to create ad-hoc
clusters. Network creation begins with the CAPs, where each CAP has a 1:20 chance
of being randomly selected to serve as a cluster head. As mentioned in Section 4,
the recommendations of [34] were followed, where a cluster size of twenty nodes is
experimentally shown to be most energy-efficient. The random selection of the cluster
head in this fashion does not guarantee that each cluster will be formed of twenty
nodes, but it is a simple and low-overhead way to create a network where

1
20

of the

CAPs are cluster heads. Any CAP not designated as a cluster head is designated as a
cluster node, and waits for the cluster head to connect to it. With respect to Figure
5.1, the cluster head would be designated as the sub-sink.
Each CAP begins a tree creation process once it has been designated as a cluster
head. This is done by connecting to neighbors with the transmitting power level at
its lowest. The transmitting power is incrementally increased until the CAP can no
longer connect to a neighbor or it has reached the maximum power level. This power
level is recorded and used for all future communication with its children. When one
CAP has connected to another CAP, it waits for the newly connected node to reach
the same power level of the parent CAP. When an unconnected CAP has a link
created between it and another node, it begins a tree creation process of its own.
This tree creation process is identical to that of the CAP that connected to it. The
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end result of this process will result in a tree similar in form to the hierarchical tree
seen in Figure 4.10 and Figure 5.1, with the cluster head being the sink and sub-sink,
respectively.
After the clusters have been formed, the cluster heads begin a broadcast cycle.
This broadcast cycle is to notify the base station and other cluster heads that this
cluster is ready to be formed. When the base station hears a broadcast from a cluster
head, it begins a tree forming process. The tree forming process is identical to the
routine used to connect the nodes of the cluster to the cluster head. This should
result in an end network in the form of Figure 5.1.
With cluster heads being randomly chosen, orphan clusters can be formed. It
is the responsibility of the cluster head to realize that it cannot connect to anther
cluster head or base station. This is implemented by a timer on the cluster head.
When the cluster head determines that the cluster is orphaned, it chooses a random
CAP its the cluster to take over the responsibility of being a cluster head. If this
newly chosen cluster head can connect to another cluster head, it begins the cluster
formation process among itself and the other CAPs of the cluster. This cycle of
randomly choosing a CAP to take over the responsibilities of being the cluster head
continues until a CAP is found that can connect to the other cluster heads.
5.2 Base Station
The base station, as stated in Section 4, includes two controllers: the main microcontroller and the Zigbee microcontroller. The main microcontroller is responsible
for GSM operation and overall control, while the Zigbee microcontroller is solely responsible for Zigbee communication. The control is divided in this fashion due to the
immediate responsiveness required for handling Zigbee communication.
All of the Zigbee stacks evaluated, including the final choice of the TI Z-Stack,
required that Zigbee operation take precedence over all other operations. Therefore,
real-time operation of the GSM modem necessitated that the Zigbee operation be delegated to its own controller, which required that the main microcontroller instruct the
Zigbee microcontroller to tasks that it should perform. However, the Zigbee controller
is a fully fledged microcontroller; it can perform many of the required operations itself,
without outside guidance. This independence means the main microcontroller only
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Figure 5.1. Network Organization

has to send the Zigbee controller the data and instructions. Thereafter, the Zigbee
microcontroller handles all Zigbee network creation, maintenance, and transmission
with little to no outside guidance.
5.2.1 Main Microcontroller

The base station is required to act as the

connection between the outside world and the sensing network. It must handle GSM
communication, store data from the network, and serve as the coordinator node for
the Zigbee network. The only time constraint placed on the base station is that it
maintain a clock synchronized with the rest of the network.
The base station initialization procedure is depicted in Figure 5.2. The first
step is to create a temporary connection to the remote server. Once the base station
ensures that it is possible to connect to the remote server, it requests from the server
any updates that it is to perform on itself or disseminate to the rest of the network. It
should be noted that these updates can also be uploaded to the base station through
the internal USB port.
The main microcontroller instructs the Zigbee microcontroller to begin network
creation. The Zigbee controller then informs the main microcontroller of the success
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Figure 5.2. Flow Chart of Base Station Setup
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or failure of this task, and any errors. If network creation fails, the remote server is
informed and the base station goes into a temporary deep sleep. The base station will
periodically wake up from this deep sleep, reattempt the network creation process, and
inform the remote server of the status of each attempt. The purpose of the reattempt
is for cases in which the base station is initially placed in a network, but the rest
of the network has not yet been deployed. If an error occurs, but a network is still
formed, the base station informs the remote server and continues normal operation.
Once the base station has connected to the remote server and attempted network
creation, it sends the Zigbee microcontroller any update information it has obtained
from the remote server and responds to error conditions as previously described. If
a network has been successfully created and updated, then the base station begins
normal operation cycle.
With the use of a bootloader, if the software update fails, the previous operating
software will be written back to the program memory. This rollback and recovery
ensures dependable operation.
5.2.2 Zigbee Microcontroller

The Zigbee microcontroller is responsible for

managing the Zigbee network, and eliminates the burden of associated tasks from the
main microcontroller. It handles all transmission and reception, as well as network
maintenance and control.
Once the Zigbee microcontroller has been awakened and given setup instructions, it creates a network using the routine mentioned earlier in Section 5.1.
When one or more nodes respond with an acknowledgement, the base station
stores their identification information in its internal EEPROM and goes into a soft
sleep mode, where it waits for a period of time for the node(s) to perform a similar
action until the node(s) are at the same power level. This waiting period allows for
the tree network to be created with each node transmitting at the lowest possible
level while creating a connection to each cluster head.
Once the base station has created the network, it records in memory the minimum power level required to connect to every direct child. The base station then
transmits to its children any information it has obtained from the remote server that
pertains to the rest of the network, such as schedule updates. The base station starts
a timer and waits for acknowledgement from the children, indicating that the update
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has been performed successfully. If the timer of the base station expires before it
receives acknowledgement from a child, it informs the main microcontroller of the
loss of connection to the child. The base station then removes that child from its list
of children to prevent it from waiting for a node that may no longer be operational.
If the base station completes this child search algorithm without finding a single
child, it informs the main microcontroller, which then takes appropriate action. It
should be noted, however, that this case is highly unlikely due to the fact that the
base station only begins this process once it has received a “ready” message from at
least one cluster head node. If this case occurs, the base station will take action as
instructed by the main microcontroller.
The normal operation of the Zigbee microcontroller is quite simple. The Zigbee
microcontroller is normally in a deep sleep mode, in which it uses very little power. It
is awakened from this state by the main microcontroller. Awakening usually occurs
when the main microcontroller has scheduled a network send/receive operation.
When the Zigbee node acts as a router, it does not inform the main microcontroller that sending/receiving is being performed. When the Zigbee microcontroller
has received data, it raises an interrupt on the main microcontroller to inform it that
data has arrived and is waiting for it on the Zigbee microcontroller. This notification
is carried out only when the received data is pertinent to the main microcontroller.
When the main microcontroller has data for the Zigbee microcontroller to send, it
sends a command along the SPI bus to the Zigbee microcontroller. The main microcontroller then sends the data to the Zigbee microcontroller, which in turn will
forward it to its parent node.
Every time a network-wide Zigbee operation is performed, the Zigbee microcontroller increments an internal counter. This counter is used to indicate when the
Zigbee network will be recreated using the setup process described earlier in this section. As with the main microcontroller, a bootloader is implemented to ensure that
if a software update fails the previous software can be run.
For reference purposes, the Z-Stack version used for this project is 1.4.3.
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5.3 Communication Access Point
In a manner similar to the base station, the CAP includes two controllers: a main
microcontroller and a Zigbee microcontroller. The main microcontroller is responsible for sensor string operation and overall control, while the Zigbee microcontroller
is solely responsible for Zigbee communication. As in the base station, tasks are
divided in this fashion because of the immediate responsiveness required for Zigbee
communication.
Due to time constraints, a real-time operating system was not developed for
the main microcontroller, as planned. Therefore, the main microcontroller of the
CAP runs a series of operations that require reprogramming to be altered. The
Zigbee microcontroller is programmed with the Z-Stack to allow for easy routing and
connection control. The Z-Stack has a real-time operating system as part of its code.
Even though real-time operation was not the intent of using the Z-Stack, it does
provide some real-time functionality. The Z-Stack was chosen as a result of its ease
of use, documentation, and support for the cc2430.
The program flow for initialization of the CAP is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3.1 Main Microcontroller

The setup process for the main microcon-

troller of the CAP is fairly simple, because the creation and management of Zigbee
network are delegated to the Zigbee microcontroller. The main microcontroller ensures that the Zigbee controller is awake and instructs it to begin its setup process.
While the Zigbee controller is handling the creation of the Zigbee network, the main
microcontroller begins setup of the CAN network.
A message is sent to the CAN address of the each sensor node on the string
of the CAP. The message requests that the sensor node respond with its hardware
identification information. Upon receipt of each response, the CAP stores the identification information of the corresponding sensor node in the external EEPROM and
records the CAN address and dynamic identification designated by the CAP of the
node in its internal EEPROM.
The main microcontroller then waits for the Zigbee microcontroller to inform it
of any software updates to be sent to the sensor nodes. If there are no updates, the
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Figure 5.3. Flow Chart of Communication Acccess Point Setup
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main microcontroller tells the Zigbee microcontroller to sleep upon completion of its
remaining tasks. If a software update is indicated, the main microcontroller awakens
the sensing string, broadcasts the updates to all the sensing nodes on the string, and
waits for their acknowledgement of successful receipt and status of the execution of
the program update. Subsequently, the main microcontroller carries out any software
updates intended for itself, and notifies the Zigbee microcontroller of the outcome of
the update. It then instructs the Zigbee microcontroller to sleep upon completion of
its remaining tasks. The main microcontroller then begins its operation.
Operation of the main microcontroller begins once the microcontroller is awakened from the watchdog timer set at the end of the setup phase or the end of the
previous operation cycle. The watchdog timer allows the microcontroller to be awaken
out of a deep sleep when the timer completes. With the use of a bootloader, if the
software update fails the previous operating software will be written back to the program memory. Thus, even if a software update fails, the previous program will be
used.
5.3.2 Zigbee Microcontroller

As described in Section 5.3.1, the Zigbee

microcontroller is awakened by the main microcontroller, and notified of the task it
should perform. Once instructed to begin the setup process, it begins the network
(re)creation process mentioned earlier.
It should be noted that during the cluster tree formation process, communication
information is passed between a parent of the tree and the child to which it most
recently connected. Included in this information is the power level that the parent
needed to connect with the child. This is useful to the child, because it now knows
an expected power level necessary to communicate with its parent.
After the network has been performed using the network creation process mentioned earlier, the CAPs transmit hardware identification and dynamic addresses
through the network, to the base station and ultimately the end remote server. This
is done so future communication can be performed using dynamic addressing and the
remote server can perform address mapping. Once the network has been created, a
node only forwards packets from CAPs designated as its parent or its child with respect to the tree structure. This is done to limit redundant packets traveling through
the network.
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Once the network has been successfully formed, each child indicates to its parent
that it is ready for software updates. If software updates are received from its parent,
they are repeated to the children of the CAP and disseminated to the main microcontroller of the CAP. The Zigbee microcontroller then waits for acknowledgement of
the update status from its children and its main microcontroller before starting the
update on itself. Once that process is completed, the device on which it is running
informs its parent of successful completion.
After the Zigbee microcontroller has completed all current tasks, it waits for
the main microcontroller to inform it that the Zigbee microcontroller can now sleep.
Once that message has been received, the Zigbee microcontroller goes into a deep
sleep.
The normal operation of the Zigbee microcontroller is quite simple with respect
to the setup process. The Zigbee microcontroller is normally in a deep sleep mode in
which it uses very little power. It is awakened from this state by the main microcontroller, usually when the main microcontroller has a scheduled network send/receive
operation.
When the Zigbee node acts as a router, it does not inform the main microcontroller that sending/receiving is being performed. When the Zigbee microcontroller
has received data pertinent to the main microcontroller, it raises an interrupt on
the main microcontroller to inform it that data has arrived and is waiting for it on
the Zigbee microcontroller. When the main microcontroller has some data for the
Zigbee microcontroller to send, it sends a command along the SPI bus to the Zigbee microcontroller. The main microcontroller then sends the data for the Zigbee
microcontroller to forward to its parent node.
When transmitting sensor data along the network to the remote server, the
Zigbee microcontroller sends all information from its children before sending its own
data. This action allows the parent to have a sense of whether further data is expected.
As with the base station, every time a network-wide Zigbee operation is performed, the Zigbee microcontroller increments a counter to indicate when the Zigbee
network will be reformed using the setup process described above. As with the main
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microcontroller, a bootloader is implemented to ensure that if a software update fails
the previous software can be recovered and executed.
5.4 Sensor Node
The sensor node is the entity responsible for carrying out all sensing operations,
as instructed by the corresponding CAP. The software for the sensor node was designed to be very lightweight, as it acts purely in a reactionary fashion. The setup
program flow for setup of the sensor node is shown in Figure 5.4.
The sensor node is kept in sleep mode whenever it is not actively sensing. The
CAP sends an interrupt on the sensor string bus to wake the sensing nodes as needed.
Once awakened, a sensor node waits to receive a message from the CAP. The message
will contain the address of the CAP, and requests the hardware identification information of the sensor node. The sensor node records the received CAP address in its
internal EEPROM for later reference. Hereafter, the sensor node will only respond to
messages broadcast to all sensor nodes, to messages sent directly to it from the CAP,
and to messages sent from a sensor node on the same string, that has been designated
by the CAP as its partner for measurement of resistivity. The sensor node waits a
short period of time to receive such messages, and then reenters a deep sleep to save
power.
In summary, the sensor node is awakened when the CAP node drives a high signal on the string bus, triggering an interrupt. The CAP node then sends a command
to the sensor node. This command can be to perform a specific sensing operation,
form a pair with another sensor for resistivity measurement, send identification information, or perform a group of sensing operations.
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Figure 5.4. Flow Chart of Sensor Node Setup
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6

PROJECT STATUS AND EVALUATION

As described in Section 3, the goals of this project were to provide a cost-efficient,
accurate, and sustainable watershed monitoring network. This section quantitatively
demonstrates that these objectives have been achieved.
6.1 System Status
At time of publication, development of the HHCSN was partially complete. A
prototype of the sensor node was developed and validated with laboratory testing. As
described in Section 2, a prototype of the TDT sensor was designed and implemented
as a senior design project. Laboratory testing of the TDT sensor validated its correct
operation. The TDR sensor to be used in HHCSN is nearly identical to this TDT,
but at time of publication, the TDR had not yet been implemented. A prototype
of the resistivity sensor was developed and validated by laboratory testing. Field
testing of all sensors was yet to be performed. Implementation of a full sensor node
was planned to follow field testing of all components.
The CAP in use was a second-generation production model, which was developed to address minor hardware issues and to incorporate elements that would
facilitate troubleshooting. This second-generation prototype was laboratory tested to
ensure correct operation of a subset of the features, in particular microcontroller programming and operation. Full laboratory and field testing of all features, including
the Zigbee and CAN communication was planned for the immediate future.
The base station was designed, but was yet to be implemented. This device is
the most costly of the main parts of the system, and its implementation was left to
final stages of the project.
All CAPs and base stations share the common power circuitry described in
Section 4. This hardware was implemented and tested separately, and as part of the
CAP.
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6.2 Cost
The sensor node has 40 components, including the probes and printed circuit
board (PCB). The most significant contributor to the cost of the system is the PCB,
which in prototyping scales is more than twice the cost of the remaining components.
The prototyping cost of a PCB board is $33. In production scales, the cost of the
PCB drops to $6.53 for 50, $3.25 for 150, and $2.60 for more than 250 units. The cost
of the remaining 39 components in prototyping quantities is $17.32. For production
quantities, this value is expected to drop to approximately $12 per unit. This price is
very reasonable considering that current monitoring tools, e.g., TDR, TDT, resistivity
sensors, cost hundreds of dollars each, while our sensor node performs TDT, TDR,
resistivity, and temperature monitoring for only $12 per unit.
The CAP has 33 components, including the probes and PCB. Again, the PCB
is responsible for most of the cost in prototyping scales. In production, the PCB
cost drops to $6.33 for 50, $3.06 for 150, and $2.40 for more than 250. The cost
of the remaining 32 components in prototyping quantities is $15.67. For production
quantities, this value is expected to drop to approximately $10 per unit.
The base station has 34 components, including the probes and PCB. The main
cost of the base station is the required GSM modem. Since production scales for this
device will rarely be achieved, the cost of the device is expected to remain around
$160 per unit. After the GSM modem, the majority of the prototyping cost is due to
the PCB, which is more than twice the cost of production scales.
The power circuitry has 51 components, including the probes and PCB. As
before, the majority of the cost is due to the PCB. In production scales the cost of
the PCB drops to $6.34 for 50, $3.10 for 150, and $2.45 for 250. The cost of the
remaining 50 components in prototyping quantities is $23.78. The price drops to
approximately $15 per unit for production scales. A synopsis of the total costs of
each device can be seen in Table 6.1.
The overall cost of the HHCSN system, for one base station, 100 CAPs, and 10
sensor nodes per CAP, is $3,860 in production. A system of this size can cover an
area of 50 m2 , to a depth of .1 m. The cost of an existing alternative that monitors
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Table 6.1. Cost Analysis
Cost Per Unit Cost Per Unit
In Prototyping In Production
Sensor Node
$50.32
$12.00
CAP
$48.67
$10.00
Base Station
$160.00
$160.00
Power Circuitry $56.78
$15.00
Total
$315.77
$197.00

only soil moisture, such as a data logger, for the same area, would be three times as
much. The accuracy and resolution of the data from HHCSN is significantly higher,
at a fraction of the cost.
6.3 Power Consumption
One of the main goals of HHCSN is to provide long-term sustainable watershed
monitoring. This objective has been met with power harvesting, sleep cycles, and
other aggressive power saving features.
The sensor node requires an estimated 3 µAh of energy per hour. This low rate
is achieved by maintaining the majority of its components in a sleep state for as long
as possible. An item-by-item breakdown of the energy cost can be seen in Table 6.2.
This table breaks down the power cost with respect to each device and its operation.
As seen in Table 6.2, communication is by far the most energy-consuming task.

Table 6.2. Power Analysis: Sensor Node
Item (Action)
Main µC - Sleep
Main µC - Full
CAN - Sleep
CAN - Tx/Rx
Temperature
TDT
Total

Cost/5 Yrs
Single Cost (Amp) Times/Day (sec) (Amp*hrs)
0.000002
86399.5
0.0876
0.001025
0.5
0.003
0.000000
86399.83
7.8840
0.042000
0.17
13.3371
0.0001
0.5
0.0000
0.001
0.5
0.0003
0.04415
0.0904
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The CAP uses an estimated 5 µAh of energy per hour, less than the total
required listed below, due to aggressive sleep cycles and minimal wireless communication. As seen in Table 6.3, the most energy-consuming task, is once again a running
theme for costs within the network.

Table 6.3. Power Analysis: Communication Access Point
Cost/5 Yrs
Item (Action)
Single Cost (Amp) Times/Day (sec) (Amp*hrs)
Main µC - Sleep 0.000002
86348.67
0.0875
Main µC - Full
0.001025
51.33
0.0267
CAN - Sleep
0.000000
86399.83
0.002
CAN - Tx/Rx
0.042000
0.17
0.0037
Zigbee - Tx
0.027
0.00
0.0000
Zigbee - Rx
0.027
0.00
0.0000
Zigbee - Sleep
0.0000002
86400.00
0.0088
Total
0.097027
0.1321

The base station uses an estimated 120 µAh of energy per hour by minimizing
wireless communication. However, this estimate is expected to increase in real-world
deployments, due to variations in the length of time the device will be required to
remain in an active state during wireless communication, as the network is expandable. The base station has similar power consumption to the CAP and sensor nodes.
Table 6.4 shows that communication demands the most energy, which is one reason
for removing any other responsibilities from the base station.
The power circuitry consumes power of its own in boosting the voltages up to
the desired levels and automatically switching between the two battery sources. As
shown in Table 6.5, the energy required is small, but does add up over time.
The total per hour energy consumption is shown in Table 6.6. This table illustrates that the solar panel will produce more energy than is expected to be consumed
by the network. With a network of one base station, 100 CAPs, and 100 sensor nodes
per CAP, the network can last two years on 2 A, 5 V battery packs without recharging. A total of 101 battery packs would be required for this setup since each CAP
and each base station requires an individual battery pack.
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Table 6.4. Power Analysis: Base Station
Item (Action)
Main µC - Sleep
Main µC - Full
Zigbee - Tx
Zigbee - Rx
Zigbee - Sleep
GSM Module
GSM Module
GSM Module
Total

Cost/5 Yrs
Single Cost (Amp) Times/Day (sec) (Amp*hrs)
0.000002
86397.19
0.0876
0.001025
2.81
0.0015
0.027
0.00
0.0000
0.027
0.00
0.0000
0.0000002
86400.00
0.0088
0.44
0.2
0.0439
0.44
0.3
0.0677
0.0001
86399.5
4.818
0.9352
5.027

Table 6.5. Power Analysis: Power Ciruitry
Cost/5 Yrs
Item (Action)
Single Cost (Amp) Times/Day (sec) (Amp*hrs)
Boost Converters 0.00005
86400
2.19
Source Switch
0.000001
86400
0.04
Total
0.000051
2.23

Table 6.6. Power Consumption
Amperage Consumed
Amperage Produced
Sensor Node 3µA
0
CAP
5µA
0
Base Station 120µA
0
Power
10µA
100mA (at 100% sunlight)

6.4 Accuracy of Measurements
Currently the sensors for HHCSN have only been tested in laboratory settings.
Thus the results provide a best-case scenario and do not reflect real-world circumstances. The accuracy for the resistivity measurement decreases logarithmically as the
resistivity increases. This is due to the 12-bit A/D converter and the operation used
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to determine the resistance. As a result of the TDT and TDR measurement consisting mainly of delay measurement, the accuracy remains static, unlike the resistivity
measurement.

Table 6.7. Nominal Accuracy of Measurements
Accuracy
Range
Temperature ±1◦ C
-55◦ C to +127◦ C
TDT
12-bit
90 psecs to 368.64 nsecs
TDR
12-bit
90 psecs to 368.64 nsecs
Resistivity
±0.01Ω
5Ω to 20,000Ω
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7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis describes the objectives, approach, and capabilities of the HHCSN
watershed monitoring system. This system incorporates wired and wireless communication, is autonomous, uses only battery power, performs solar harvesting, and uses
the GSM mobile phone network to allow for remote data collection, system configuration, and software update. The solar harvesting and battery-based energy storage
allow for long-term operation without an external power source. Concurrent measurement at several points across the area and below the surface enables accurate
analysis of the soil properties.
While the majority of the system has been implemented and tested in the laboratory, implementation of the base station, integration of the various components
of the sensor node, and laboratory and field testing of the complete system remain
to be completed. Pending enhancements include implementing a real-time operating system on the CAP and base station, adding more sensors to each sensor node,
and reducing the power consumption of existing sensors. The added benefit of the
real-time operating system is that it allows the network to respond to events and
provide more dynamic execution of tasks. While the sensors currently on the sensor
node are able to provide a good understanding of the soil properties, measurement of
additional attributes will further this understanding. HHCSN is designed to interact
with a remote server for software updates, as well as transmitting the data gathered
from the sensors of the network. This remote server is yet to be developed.
The cost reduction, sustainability, and monitoring capabilities of the HHCSN
system have the potential to expand monitoring of hydro-geological environments
to meet the growing need foreseen by international organizations such as NEON and
CUAHSI. This improvement will allow for greater understanding of watersheds, which
enables more effective interaction with the environment, improves environmental predictions, and can lead to better overall land use practices. The general design of the
network facilitates application to alternative domains. Its low cost and adaptability
will facilitate deployment in a broad range of locations, and the data collected from
these diverse environments will be instrumental to advances in hydrological sciences.
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Figure A.1. Layout of the Base Station (Large)
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Figure A.2. Schematic of the Base Station (Large)

Figure A.3. PCB of the Base Station (Large)
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Figure B.1. Layout of the Communication Acccess Point (Large)
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Figure B.2. Schematic of the Communication Acccess Point (Large)
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Figure B.3. PCB of the Communication Acccess Point (Large)
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Figure B.4. Prototype of the Communication Access Point (Large)
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Figure C.1. Layout of the Power Circuitry (Large)
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Figure C.2. Schematic of the Power Circuitry (Large)

Figure C.3. PCB of the Power Circuitry (Large)
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Figure C.4. Prototype of the Power Circuitry (Large)
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Figure D.1. Layout of the Sensor Node (Large)
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Figure D.2. Schematic of the Sensor Node (Large)
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Figure D.3. PCB of the Sensor Node (Large)
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Figure E.1. Flow Chart of the Base Station Operation - Level 1
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Figure E.2. Flow Chart of the Base Station Operation - Level 2 Item 1
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Figure E.3. Flow Chart of the Base Station Operation - Level 2 Item 2
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Figure E.4. Flow Chart of the Base Station Operation - Level 2 Item 3
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Figure E.5. Flow Chart of the Base Station Operation - Level 2 Item 4
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Figure F.1. Flow Chart of the Communication Acccess Point Operation - Level 1
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Figure F.2. Flow Chart of the Communication Acccess Point Operation - Level 2
Item 1
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Figure F.3. Flow Chart of the Communication Acccess Point Operation - Level 2
Item 2
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Figure F.4. Flow Chart of the Communication Acccess Point Operation - Level 2
Item 3

Figure F.5. Flow Chart of the Communication Acccess Point Operation - Level 2
Item 4
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Figure G.1. Flow Chart of the Sensor Node
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